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As the young and vibrant democracy of the world, India celebrates its 75 years of Independence, I recollect and reminiscent some of my

beautiful memories of India as the spiritual mother and knowledge guru of the world.

Having being born and brought up in a country which is considered as the cradle of democracy and philosophy, I had always looked at

India, the largest democracy in the world with a very ancient civilization in awe and dreamed of visiting it. As I grew up and got interested

in learning various dance forms, the varied culture and diversity of India intrigued me and my love and interest to learn more about the

Indian dance also grew. Soon my dream of visiting and studying the Indian culture got fulfilled when I visited Chennai to study Indian

Classical dance, music, Abhinaya (expression) and Yoga, theory and practice, under great yogis and dance gurus. I lived in Chennai for 5

consecutive years and after completing my studies travelled all over India. During my stay in India, I was deeply related with the famous sage

of Vedanta Sri Chandra Swami Udasin. 

My studies and the respective diplomas in the cultural and yogic fields obtained in India have been the basis of my professional life in

Greece, where I introduced, in 1985, the Indian classical dance Bharata Natyam. 

I had the good fortune to learn Bharata Natyam dance from renowned Padmabhushan gurus such as Sri Adyar K Lakshman,

TheDhananjayans and abhinaya from Srimati Kalanidhi Narayan. Yoga, Vedanta and meditation I learned from Sri Desikachar, son of the

revered yogi of the South sri Krishnamacharya at the Krishnamacharya Yoga Mandiram in Chennai, at the yogic institution of scientific

research Kaivalyadhama and advanced meditationfrom Sri Chandra Swami Udasin. 

My love and passion for India took me to this beautiful country again and again. My interest in India has always been related to spirituality

and art, to my connection with great Indian masters, who I consider to be the living libraries of the world. My trips to India up to now have

been very regular for more than 30 years and always related to dance, yoga, philosophy and meditation: first as a student and later as a

professional dancer and teacher of yoga and Bharata Natyam. 

India for me is a precious spiritual and cultural mother for humanity, its ancient wisdom and knowledge adding to the ancient Greek

cultural treasure and to the European civilization.

India has given to the world so many great sages, artists and ideas in all fields – inspiring thinkers worldwide. India, as a democratic

country and emerging power of the world, has always been concerned with the humanitarian evolution and development of the planet, in

harmony with the ancestral statement of the Vedas that, all creatures of this planet are members of one and unique body, the spiritual

body of Ishwara.

The ideology of India – Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam – “The whole world is one family”, has been relevant and proved time and again.

Especially during the recent years when people all over the world have to undergo suffering and pain due to the pandemic, India stepped

forward and extended help and assistance to several countries of the world. 

I take this opportunity to extend my greetings to my spiritual mother – India and Indians all over the world, the very best as they

celebrate 75 years of Independence.
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